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The 2023 RealTime Economics Summit (RTES) is
coming to New York on May 15 & 16.

RealTime Economics Summit (RTES)
May 15 & 16 | New York | In-Person | On-Invitation only | 250 Executives

From Promise to Reality

RealTime Economics Summit is not just another technology event. It’s an
executives-only think tank.

RealTime Economics Summit 2023 o ers your business the opportunity to
reach an elite group of decision-makers and C-level executives. These key

individuals represent almost every industry sector where real-time
technologies are in use.

Apply now and get your invitation to participate!

Engage with luminaries and top-notch
decisions makers at RTES 2023

Ryan Beagan, former VP, Virtual Production at
Warner Bros

Alex Coulombe, CEO at Agile Lens

Sebastien Deguy, VP and Head of 3D & Metaverse
at Adobe

Barbara Ford Grant, President, Prysm Stages

Rob Legato, President KTM Productions

Eve Maler, Chief Technology O cer, ForgeRock

Bob Pette,
Visualization business unit

Jo Plaete, Chief Innovation O cer & VFX Supervisor
at Metaphysic.ai

Austin Reed, Associate Vice President, Director
Creative Media Studio at HNTB

Ed Ulbrich, former CEO of Digital Domain and
former President of Method Studios

Marc Whitten, SVP & GM, Create @ Unity

Just to name a few!

There are only 250 tickets available for this
closed-door Summit. Get yours Now!

Apply now to participate and benefit from our Early Birds Special Rate

Members of RealTIme Society benefit from a 50% rebate on pricing schedule
below for tickets to the exclusive 2023 RealTime Economics Summit (all
prices in USD):

Join the RealTime Society now and benefit from this 50% rebate!

Separating Hype from Reality: Everything a
business leader needs to know about the

Metaverse
Join Lyron Bentovim - President & Chief Executive O cer at The Glimpse
Group, James Watson  - Chief Marketing O cer at The Glimpse Group, and
Jan Pflueger - Founder & Advisor at advisXR for a four hours closed-door
working session devoted to the Metaverse impact on business and what you
need to know to get ready for it.

Closed-Door Working Sessions are in-depth discussions of the issues that
matter most.

Metaverse – Hype or Normality?
There is still a lot of interpretation and rumor of what the Metaverse could be
and if or when it will happen. We will share and discuss what the Metaverse
means right now, deliver the background and give insights into dependencies
which could be relevant for your business.

The Metaverse basics
As the Metaverse involves multiple areas and not only technical solutions we
want to give an overview of what the relevant parts are and which aspects you
should be aware of. It is about content and creation processes, analysis of
needed building blocks, available platforms and other considerations like data
standardization.

Technology and Ecosystem
As there are a lot of areas and manifold use cases, the necessary infrastructure
and solutions are di erent for each business. We will cover aspects of how AI
and other relevant technology will be integrated and relevant measures to be
considered for implementation. In an open dialogue we shed light on the
technical requirements, dependencies and discuss the strategies to establish a
sustainable ecosystem for your business.

Infusing Identity into Real-Time Interactions:
Strategic and Economic Impact

Don’t miss Eve Maler, Chief Technology O cer, ForgeRock, keynote!

Consumers demand immediacy in digital interactions, and increasingly in
physical-digital settings as well.

Digital identity has become a strategic asset, enabling you to protect, connect,
and respect them continuously.

From social communities to autonomous and augmented vehicles all the way
to fully virtualized banking and healthcare, find out how putting identity at the
center of your connected services and devices solves challenges of security,
privacy, experience, and connectedness in ways you may never have
guessed.

ForgeRock helps people simply and safely access the connected world. Eve
Maler is ForgeRock’s CTO, leading its Labs team investigating and prototyping
innovative approaches to solving customers’ identity challenges.

If you are interested in giving a keynote, curating and hosting your own round table
or working session, reach out to Jean-Michel.blottiere@realtimeconference.com.

Don’t miss the RealTime Society Global Meetup
Today!

Don’t miss the RealTime Society Global Meetup today, Friday March 31st - 8
AM PDT | 11 AM EDT | 4 PM BST | 5 PM CEST

If you wish to receive an invitation to the RealTime Society Global Meetup,
email susan.schell@realtimeconference.com

RTS is a member-driven organization
Your support is important to us and to the community

Join RTS now and enjoy the following:

Individual Member Benefits

• Steer the RealTime Community
• Expand your network: mingle with your peers and connect with the

leaders you always wanted to meet
• Join Special Interest Groups for in-depth discussions of the issues that

matter most
• Get recognition as a leader in the worldwide RealTime Community
• Access exclusive member events
• Receive discounts on RTC and partner events including 50% rebate on

RealTime Economics Summit 2023

Corporate Member Benefits

• Position your brand/company as a leader in determining the future of
real-time technologies, tools, best practices, standards, etc.

•
RTC global website

• As a Founding member, have a seat on our Board of Governors – a
carefully selected group of trusted members who define the priorities,
strategies, and main actions of the Society.

• Receive preferred speaker consideration at global member events such
as RealTime Conference

• Host branded meetups
• Found and chair a Special Interest Group
• Speak directly to the 15,000+ RealTime Community members in our

monthly newsletters: share projects, introduce new technologies, provide
quotes, or post job opportunities

• Receive discounts on RTC and partner events including 50% rebate on
RealTime Economics Summit 2023

Join the RealTime Society Now!

Participate in the Real-Time Live Program at
SIGGRAPH 2023!

SIGGRAPH 2023 wants you to submit to its Real-Time Live! program

Submissions are due on April 04, 22:00 GMT, which is just over a few days
away!

SIGGRAPH RTL! showcases innovative and captivating real-time work and is
one of SIGGRAPH’s most highly anticipated events of the year. SIGGRAPH
2023 is particularly special as the conference's 50th year anniversary gathering
in person in Los Angeles.

For inspiration, you can watch last year's in-person live show.

The conference is seeking cutting-edge, real-time work in a wide range of
areas: video games (commercial, explorations, applications), virtual reality,
augmented reality, artist explorations or applications, military or industrial
simulations, research projects (physics, graphics, modeling, etc.), demoscene,
filmmaking technology, scientific visualizations (medical/physical science,
astrophysics, astronomy, etc.), machine learning, and anything that is
interactively controlled, rendered in real-time, and repeatable for a live
audience.

Interested? Create a new submission at the submissions portal to provide an
overview of your piece or project

Please direct any questions to Cem Yuksel, SIGGRAPH 2023 Program Chair,
via email at RTL-s2023@siggraph.org.

RealTime Economics Summit and RealTime Society are brought to
you by RTC, the RealTime Community.

Thank you to our partners
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Newsletter Summary
• Meet with RTES 2023 luminaries and keynote speakers

• Separating Hype from Reality: Everything a business needs to know
about the Metaverse

Discover a new closed-door working sessions at RTES 2023
Closed-Door Working Sessions are in-depth discussions of the issues that
matter most.

• Infusing Identity into Real-Time Interactions: Strategic and Economic

Don’t miss ForgeRock's keynote at RTES 2023

• Join the RealTime Society Global Meetup TODAY, Friday March 31st
8 AM PDT | 11 AM EDT | 4 PM BST | 5 PM CEST

• Don’t miss the deadline! 4 days left to submit your work and participate in
the Real-Time Live Program at SIGGRAPH 2023!

Early Bird
March 20 to April 23, 2023:
Regular: $2,495
RTS members pay only $1,245

Regular
April 24 to May 15, 2023
Regular: $2,995
RTS members pay only $1,495

Promote your brand/company with logo and banner ad placement on the 


